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Platform Modernization Services

Technology is forever changing, forever evolving. How do you modernize while still
leveraging your tremendous investment in legacy systems? Many companies are
jumping into cloud environment – SaaS.
Summit Tech Partners team members have extensive experience ranging from
legacy mainframe systems, distributed systems, mid-range systems, desktops,
Web 1.0 all the way through todays modern technology environments including Web
X.0, big data and analytics. We bring decades of experience to all our engagements
leveraging modern processes and technologies to optimize YOUR environment.
How do you keep abreast of these changes while still nurturing your legacy
systems? Many companies have outsourced the maintenance and support of legacy
systems. This reduces their costs of operations providing necessary investment
dollars to invest in building the next generation of systems. The challenge many are
confronted with is an aging workforce not fully entrenched in the continued evolution
of technology advancements. The domain knowledge of the 20+ year work force is
rapidly approaching retirement and will likely be retiring at an increased rate over
the ensuing couple of years. Where does the resident knowledge of that workforce
reside? How to you capture it and use it moving forward?
We perform platform modernization services in 30-day sprints. Our 30-day sprints
bring intensity, a bias for action, and a built-in exit strategy for you.

How we do it
STP modernization teams bring deep cross industry platform modernization and renewal
expertise to guide and accelerate your platform modernization within our agile execution
framework.

Baseline evaluations

Process modernization support:
Agile, DevOps

Execution to the modernization critical path
Responsive website development optimized for content and traffic monetization
Mobile application development
Cloud migrations in support of SaaS architecture
Service re-writes to support layered frameworks
Open data management strategies

We perform these services in 30-day sprints.
Our 30-day sprints bring intensity, a bias for action,
and a built-in exit strategy for you.

The Summit Tech Partners Difference
The success of an IT Services organization depends on its ability to locate, manage
and retain top technologies, processes, methodologies and talent. At Summit Tech
Partners, we make it our business to research best in class enterprise solutions and
provide strategic consultation to our clients.
For more information please contact Michael Gange
908.739.3102 | mgange@summittechpartners.com | www.summittechnologypartners.com

